advantages

A program consisting of culture-based language instruction and complementary literary courses. Overall class sizes are small and personal, with plenty of individual contact with instructors.

- Two years of language instruction with advanced study available
- Minor in BCS language, literature, and culture
- Numerous opportunities and funding for study abroad and continuing language studies

For more information, please visit www.lsa.umich.edu/slavic
Studying Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian language is an excellent way to explore the countries of the former Yugoslavia, with their numerous ethnicities, religious backgrounds, nationalities, and language variants. Immersing yourself in the language, literature, and culture of the region offers the opportunity to discover the impacts of a complex and intertwined history of the people that live there. Some program highlights include:

- literature by Nobel Prize winners
- contemporary film animation
- vampires in folklore, history, and Hollywood
- humor and food

**courses offered**

First and second year language courses (advanced study also available)
BCS Modern Literature and Literature of Exile (BCS 436, 437)
BCS Culture (BCS 350, SLAVIC 240, 470)